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very great, & bold in a Style like Rafael; the naked
too of the human part is fine, but the Horse (his
hinder parts) is vastly too small, & out of proportion
to the rest: the Scene is the front of a temple with a
Portico, this is the best preserved among them.
Theseus after his victory over the Minotaur, that
Monster (a human figure with the head of a Bull,
but no horns) lies dead at his feet, the Youth are
flocking round him, & kissing his hands, they are
little figures with the proportions of full-grown people,
but not a quarter so big as life, tho' he himself is
rather larger, his head with the Sweep of the body
as far as the middle is very noble, & resembles the
famous Meleager: the legs & arms, particularly the
extremities vastly inferiour, & good for little. A Wo-
man sitting on a rock, her head on her hand, looking
upwards, she is crown'd with flowers & (I think) has
a Cornucopias, before her a naked figure, like a Her-
cules, his back towards one, & face in Profile, &
beyond him a Victory half-appearing out of the
clouds, on the foreground a small Doe (Capreola)
giveing suck to an infant, & a little further an Eagle,
& Lion, the principal figures big as life, some good
things, but the extremities not good as in the
former	,
There are other large pieces, but more damaged
than these, another old man (not a centaur) instruct-
ing a Youth; this is almost vanish'd, somewhat like
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tains, that rise behind are (not like the barren ones
of Genoa, but) as deliciously fertile as one can ima-
gine, all cover'd with Verdure, & woods intermix'd
with Villas, so is the whole Chain of C6teaux, that
run along to the S:E. of the City in a line parallel
to it. Naples has not the stately buildings of Genoa,
the materials are not so rich, nor the tast so
good, but in recompense it is larger, and it's bay
with the country about it infinitely more beautiful,
the streets are spacious, & well paved, the houses
high, & of equal goodness for a great way together;
they reckon it 9 mile in circumference without the
Suburbs, of which it has 7, & large ones, it is peopled
to a redundancy; they reckon 500,000 Souls, & it
seems not hard to believe: there are a greater num-
ber of children than ever I saw anywhere; they walk
at 6 months old, and go stark naked for 4 or 5 Years
which the Climate will easily bear, the people are
lively to a degree, and seem less inclined to Laziness
than the rest of Italy, every body is busy, till the
evening: then they give themselves up to diversion ;
the Men take their Colascione (a great sort of Lute)
or their Guitarre, & walk on the Shore to enjoy the
• Fresco, sometimes singing in their Dialect in concert
with their instrument, the women sit at their doors
playing on the Cymbal, to the sound of which the
children dance with Castanets, this one sees all
along the CMaia, which runs out from the City near

